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This paper uses Lie-Backlund operators to study the connection between 
classical and quantum-mechanical invariants and their relations to symmetry 
and to separation of variables. The problem of an isomorphic correspondence 
between classical and quantum mechanics is studied concretely and construc- 
tively. For functions at most quadratic in the momenta an isomorphism is 
possible which agrees with Weyl’s transform and which takes invariants into 
invariants. It is not possible to extend the isomorphism indefinitely. The 
requircmcnt that an invariant goes into an invariant may necessitate variants of 
\Veyl’s transform. This is illustrated for the case of cubic invariants. Finally, 
the case of a specific value of energy is considered. 
INTRODUCTION 
The present paper is a continuation of [I, 21. S ome of the results of this paper 
have been presented in [3]. The subject matter of the paper has been treated 
extensively in the literature. We believe, however, that many of the results 
are new and that logical connections between various results have been clarified. 
One purpose of the present paper as well as that of [I, 21 is to illustrate the 
usefulness of Lie-Backlund operators for dealing with invariants in dynamics. 
The discussion is restricted to nonrelativistic Hamiltonian systems describing 
the motion of a single spinless particlc, whose mass is put equal to unity by a 
suitable choice of units; in particular we are interested in comparing the quan- 
tum-mechanical description of the motion with the classical description. We 
consider three ways of describing the motion of such a particle: (1) Hamilton’s 
equations, (2) the Hamilton- Jacobi equation, and (3) the Schrbdinger equation. 
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In the first case an invariant is a function in six-dimensional l’hase space I\-hich 
remains constant along any orbit. It is well-known that such an invariant is due 
to symmetry of Hamilton’s equations which can be expressed with the aid of a 
Lit point transformation in phase space. In the second case, which is mathe- 
matically equivalent to the first, an invariant is an admissible Lit-IIacklund 
operator’ which, as shown in [1], is equivalent to an infinitesimal 1,ie tangent 
transformation. For the third case we shall express an invariant by a Lie- 
lG.cklund operator admitted by the Schrodingcr equation. The cquivalencc of 
this description to the customary one will be discussed. 
As is well know-r, symmetries, or invariants, are related to the possibilitv of 
separating variables. In Section 1 we show the correspondence hctwccn a 
(partial) multiplicative separation of an arbitrary linear homogeneous equation 
and an admissible Lit-backlund operator, and point out how this result may 
he used. In Section 2 we first give an algorithm for constructing a I,ie-Backlund 
operator, admitted by the Schrodinger equation, from a Lie-IEicklund operator, 
at most quadratic” in the momenta, admitted by the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. 
This is of pmctical intcrcst: In [4] the general form of quadratic invariants for 
the stationary Schrodinger equation with a general value of the cnergv E was 
dctcrmincd. The corresponding problem for the Hamilton- Jacobi equation is 
much simpler to solve, as was shown in [l]. Also, the more diflicult (although 
presumably less important) problem for the cast E = 0 was solved in [l]. ‘I’he 
correspondence rule of Section 2 immediately transfers thcsc results to the 
Schriidinger equation. W!e then derive an algorithm for constructing a quantum 
mechanical invariant starting with a classical one at most cubic in the momenta. 
It is shown that for this to be possible a compatibility equation must be satisfied 
by the potential. In Section 3 we first give some practical and theoretical results 
concerning Lie-Backlund operators and then discuss the problem of an iso- 
morphic correspondence between classical and quantum mechanics. The 
correspondences derived in Section 2 are compared with the Weyl transform 
-5, 61. Specific examples arc given. 
M’e arc left with various mathematical questions. Arc thcrc variations of 
&.evl’s transform which still solve the problems 1Veyl posed ? In particular, 
in special cases (see Section 3) the requirement of admissibilitv leads to variations 
of Weyl’s rule. Can this be formulated in a general way? In view of the im- 
possibility of a complete isomorphism, how do WC describe the diflcrcncc in 
group structure of classical and quantum mechanics ? 
‘L‘hus \\ c m.dtc rxthrr free :ISC of the term “invarwlt.“ lHo\\c\w, WC need <I >,1<,,.1: 
conwnient :erm to drsignatc the manifestation of :i symmetry in all three cases enumerated 
.ibove. 
2 This term is w4l-defined provided we use as canonical coordinates either Cartesian 
wordinatcs in configuration spncc and their conjug!ate momenta or coordinates ohaincd 
:hcrc from by an extended point transformation. 
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1. SEPARATION OF VAHI.WI.I~ IN A LINEAR HOMOGENEOCS EQI:ATIO~\- 
‘I’he problem of determining dynamical symmetries of the Schrodingcr 
equation was at an early stage related to the problem of separation of variables; 
more recent discussions are found in, for instance, [7, 81. This problem gave 
rise to a systematic study of the connection between group theory and separation 
of variables for various important equations. An account of this research is given 
by one of the main investigators in this field in [9]. I,et us recall very briefly the 
relevant ideas. Suppose we are given a linear, homogeneous second-order partial 
differential equation 
Together with (I. 1) we consider the equation 
Au = Xu (1.2) 
whcrc A is a second order linear operator. The separable solutions are exactly 
those solutions of (1 .l) which are simultaneously eigenfunctions of (1.2). Here h 
is the separation constant. Obviously WC do not know a priori the operator A 
but with every separable coordinate system of equation (I .l) WC can easily 
associate an operator A. There are two cases to be distinguished: 
(i) The operator A belongs in the enveloping algebra of some admissible 
I,ie algebra G of equation (1 .I). 
(ii) The operator A does not belong in the enveloping algebra of G. 
The separation associated with the first case can be completely explained using 
I,ie operators (generators of Lie point transformations). However, for the 
group-theoretical characterization of the separation associated with the second 
case we need to introduce Lie-Backlund operators. 
LI:.MMA 1.1. Let u depend on x := (x1 ,..., x,) andy, and let 
be any linear, homogeneolrs equation of order m in (n -) 1) dimensions, separable in 
the y coordinate. Here L is linear in u and its derivatives, and 
u -7 Uil.....it~ I < i, ,..., ik < n, 1 < K < 712. 
k 
Then the Lie-Biiclzlund operator T whose dejining pavt3 is 
?“. 
zjhere A = g(y) --;- C gj( y) a,,j, 
1 
is UIZ admissible operator of (1.3). 
!'YOOJ'. 
7% = L,,(h) -+- ~L$AzL) i-f(x) [g(y) Au -- $gj(y) b:(Aaj]. 
1 * 
Therefore, 
T.Q -; g( y)(s2 - L) j- ‘f gj( y) ii,jQ 
i- 
7 g(y) i uL, r f uL,.; 
1 1 k 4 
However, 
hence 
TQ = g(y)Q t 5 gj(y) il,jQr. 
I 
Thus TQ ‘I?=0 = 0, and (1.3) admits T. 
Equation (1.3) also admits the stretching opcratol 
T 0 :.: Au: i?u ’ 
X = constant, 
since it is linear and homogeneous. 
I)I:FINI’I‘IOs. ‘The solution u ~1 F(x, y) of (1.3) . . IS dn invariant solution of (1.3) 
under the action of some admissible operator p iff U’ == F(x’? y’) is also a 
solution of (1.3), where u’, x’, y’ are the transformed quantities under the group 
of transformations generated by !?. Let 
F 7. T - To . (1.6) 
J .A review of Lit-BHcklund operators is given in [I]. ‘l’hc terminoio~~ used hcrc 1s 
cxp!ained in [I, Sect. 1.41. 
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Then, by the definition of an invariant solution it follows that u = F(x, y) is a 
solution of (1.3) invariant under the action of p iff 
Au----u =0 (1.7) 
on the manifold of invariant solutions of Sz = 0. Equations (1.7) and (1.3) 
completely characterize the multiplicative separation of the coordinate y. 
THEOREM 1.1. If a multiplicatively separable solution for (1.3) of the form 
u = G(x) ii(y) exists, then u is an invariant solution of (1.3) under the action of the 
operator T. 
Proof. By definition of a separable solution AC = AU for some constant A; 
furthermore ZL satisfies (1.3). Therefore u satisfies the conditions for an in- 
variant solution of (1.3) under the action of rf’. Q.E.D. 
From the above it is clear that every separable solution of (1.3) is invariant 
under a Lie-Backlund operator. If the separable coordinates are known, this 
operator is found by inspection. This can be quite useful in obtaining admissible 
operators and hence conservation laws provided we know the separable coor- 
dinates. Conversely, knowing an admissible operator the corresponding separable 
coordinates can be found. 
2. KELATIONS BETWEEN -DMISSIRLE LIEB~CIWXD OPERATORS OF THE 
SCHR~DISGER EQLXTIOS AND THOSE OF THE HAMILTON-JACOBI EQUATION 
2.1. Invariants Quadratic in the Momenta 
A. Fixed Value of energy B 
We shall first consider the generalized Helmholtz equation 
P-1) 
(special case of which is the time-independent Schrodinger equation, where 
p :: V - E), and its associated cikonal equation 
'rIIEOREM 2.1. Equation (2.2) admits the operator 
Y = c [aj(x) S,; + bjk(x) SzjSz, t c(x)] $, 
.i , 12 
bj, = bkj , (2.3) 
if/ (2.1) admits the operator 
.Y - C [(aj + aj) a,, b,,:u,.,,xk ‘- (c -- 1-)u] ;i . (2.4) 
j.k 
Here 
aild Z/LX, , ?lJ/i‘x, are obtained by cyclic pernmtatiou. -Vote that F itself‘ is deter- 
mined only zcithin a constant. This constant is irrelez’ant since a linear homogeneous 
equation for u admits the operator u(Z,‘&). 
Proof. The proof of the above is given in [IO]. 
\\!e shall now derive a corollary from Theorem 2.1 which gives correspondence 
between the operators Y and X in a more transparent form. First some notation 
and results of [I] will be recalled. The following definitions were used, 
!n [l, Sect. 6] it was shown that the most general quadratic operator admitted 
by (2.2) is the sum of a linear operator 
Y, = c (“jPi -r x;mj ;- /LjKj -+ d) & ) (2.7) 
j 
and d quadratic operator without linear terms 
Above all lower-case Greek letters arc constant parameters symmetric in their 
indices. 
COROLLARY 01: THEOREM 2.1. The corres/loudence rule of Tlleorern 2. i ma?) 
be expressed as the follozhq substitutions 
(2.9) 
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zJzere ii is obtained from A as follows 
A-,6- J-;-Cx,P,, K, ---f l(j = xj ;- 2 C xjxsP, - r”Pj. 
(2.10) 
j j 
If A and B are two of the quantities pi , mj , etc., then 
- ..- 
AR -+ &{A, B} EZ &@ + &i). (2.11) 
Rather than give a general proof of the corollary, we shall give two special 
examples. First consider the special case 
Then aj = xj , bj, := 0, ai -- O,~C = a,, 1 -= I. Thus, according to Theorem 2.1. 
X = 
i 
2 ajuzj + Eu - c(x)24 
Li 1 
k 
= (r Xj & + i - C(X)) U & = (ii - C(X)) U L a 
Secondly, let 
Y .-: (qK2 + c(x)) & 
Using the explicit form of Y we find 
- a, = -x1x3 , a, = -4x,x, , ii, = $(5x,’ - 3r,” - x12), 
Fxl -7 F,, = 0, F+ = -1, 2c =. -xg . 
We can now write X from Theorem 2.1. On the other hand, a straightforward 
calculation of ${nl, , &}, shows that the substitutions described in (2.10) give 
the same result. 
R. General Value of E 
If we now let p = V - R in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), where E varies over a 
range of values (see comments on Ternma 3.1), we obtain the time-independent 
Schrodingcr and Hamilton- Jacobi equations, 
u -1 4 f ll,,,, - (V(x) - Iqu = 0, (2.12) 
j=l 
(2.13) 
The Iiamiiton’s equations associated with (2.13) arc 
Xi = Hpi T pi -7 -Hz, > p, 1: s,, (2. ’ 4) 
:Is KBS shown in (11, in this case the operator V, given h)f (2.3), reduces to 
1’ -.-- c (“jkpipI; -i- pjlipjlnj I yjrnlj,; ;- rcjpj -.- xj?nj /- c(x)) f, . (2.! 5) 
1.t 
L-sing ‘I’heorem (2.1) we can now state: 
by (2.15), or I,!‘\iM:\ 2.!. Equutio,z (2.13) admits the operator 1. pken 
eyuiwlentlv Eqs. (2.14) admit the constant of motion 
;- C(.X)) 
(2.16) 
z 1 (ii;/;pjp, + zjpj -1 c(x)), 
j.1: 
i,y (2. ! 2) admits the operator 
(2.17) 
2.2. Inzariants Cubic in the .Iionrenia 
\Vc now restrict oursclvcs to the case of two dimensions; we &o oniy corder 
the physically interesting case of an arbitrary value of B. It was shown in [2] 
that in this case the most general invariant cubic in the momenta is given by 
I, -. (cubic combinations with constant coeficients ok p, , p2 . ~2~) { 2 u,(x) p, 
‘1’11Eul<i:lI 2.2. To the invariant I3 dejiwd by (2. i 8j y ~0) i e, )onds the quunfum- 
mechanical inaariant 
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where 
A,i -z -aj + (ij , c = $&+ $A%, 
(2.21) 
In (2.20) the functions C;,(X) and i,,(x) are defined by (2.16). For example, 
4 = 01 - pr, c1 and /3 arbitrary constants, etc. 
Proof. For the proof see [IO]. Let us here given an illustration of the above. 
Consider the special case of a non-isotropic oscillator with potential I’ = 
2x2 + & y2. 
Then 
is a classical invariant [2]. Therefore 
dz22 = .x, d221 =.: -m3’, all other dj,, = 
In order to satisfy Eq. (2.21) take 
B, = ;d,,2a :- 0, 62 7’ a(izzl L?Y = 0, b^j, 
Equations (2.20) indicate that 
0, 
= 0. 
B,, z 0, B,, : 0, Jl,, = 0, C = --lalz - ia2, = i.xy. 
Therefore to the classical invariant A, corresponds the quantum invariant 
ii3 - xu,,l,, - yu,,,, k ; xyu - g u, + p uv . 
The question of general correspondence rules between classical dynamical 
variables and quantum-mechanical observables will be discussed further in 
Section 3. 
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3. CORRESPOWI~CI:.< R~JLES: ISO~I~HPI~VIS 
3.1. Mathematical Preliminaries 
In this subsection we shall make some remarks and prove some lemmas which 
are of general mathematical nature and not specifically tied to dynamics. 
:I. A Conmutation Relation as a Condition for Admissibility 
Consider an arbitrary diffcrcntial equation, 
B(x, u, zf, ) 24, )...)) ::= 0. (3.1) 
(For simplicity we assume only one independent variable; the generalization is 
obvious.) With (3.1) we associate the Lie-Ncklund operator Y = B(L^I&(). The 
following lemma will be important later. 
I,~w~r.~ 3.1. Equation (3.1) admits the Lie-Rticklund operator 
;Y = A(x, u, us: ) u,, ,...) g iii 
[X, Y]&” = 0. (3.2) 
The subscript B .: 0 means that (3.1) and its differemial consequences D,:B .-= 0, 
DZ,B = 0, ‘etc. are assumed. 
Proof. By definition, (3.1) admits X iff 
XB ==: F(B), 
where F(H) is a function of B, DzB, etc. which vanishes when (3.1) holds. From 
[2, Sect. 11, 
From (3.:) it follows that the expression in parenthesis equals zero and hence 
that [X, Yin..,, ..-= (XB),=,(o?ji?u). Thus [X, l’]B-.o -: 0 iff X is admissible. 
Comment on Precediq Lemma. From (3.2) we see that a suficielzt condition 
for admissibility of X is [X, Y] = 0. However, a necessary condition is only 
that this relation be valid on the manifold H -- 0 in (x, U, II, ,...)-space. (Ion- 
sidcr now the Hamilton-Jacobi equation H = B for a general value of E. Ily 
giving the constant E all values consistent with the problem, WC get a continuum 
of equations. If we require X to be admissible for all such equations we must 
:.equire that the commutator of X and Y be identically zero. In other words a 
constant of motion is a dynamical variable which is constant along the path of a 
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particle, no matter what energy surface the path lies on; the union of all energy 
surfaces is the entire phase space. On the other hand if we only require an 
operator to be admissible for one fixed value of E (which we can take to be zero 
after shifting the value of the potential by a constant) then admissibility of X 
requires only that X commute with Y on the special manifold B = N - E = 0. 
I3. First Correspondence Rule 
This rule was given in [1, Sect. 1.41 but its content will be stated more ex- 
plicitly below: 
LEMMA 3.2. Consider the correspondence rule 
where sj and 77 may depend an x, v, vI;, , 
(b) an equation admits X iff it admits 2. 
etc. Then: (a) (3.3) is an isonorphisnt, 
Proof. Part (a) is pro\:ed by direct computation of the commutator of an 
arbitrary pair of operators of the type X and the commutator of the pair of 
corresponding operators. Part (b) is a conscquencc of the isomorphism and 
Lemma 3.1. 
C. Second Correspondence Rule 
In (3.3) only first-order d@rential operators occur although their cocfficicnts 
may depend on higher-order derivatives. In quantum mechanics and more 
generally in the study of linear differential equations (see, for instance, [9]), one 
often uses second-order operators of the form 
-4 = a(x) +- C uj(X) & -:I C ajk(x) & , 
j j.k J h 
and analogous operators of order n. (As usual a(x), regarded as an operator, 
takes the function f(x) into a(x)f(x)). C on ras such operators with operators t t 
of the form 
(3.413) 
The first class of operators has the undesirable propcrtics: (1) The operators 
need not bc closed under commutation since in general the commutator of two 
second-order operators is of third order, etc. (2) What is more important, the 
question whether a given equation admits such operators makes sense only for 
iinenr equations. The operators of the second class do not have these short- 
comings. iYe shall therefore recast operators of the first class in Lit-Dacklund 
form. Such a correspondence rule is actually given by Anderson and Ibragimov 
in [l I]. Our version will be given in Lemma 3.3 below. It diflcrs from that of [I I] 
by a minus sign. This sign is irrelevant for the purposes of [l I] but needed here 
since we want the correspondence to be an isomorphism. 
IA-N~IA 3.3. Let A be d<fined by (3.4a) and ,?i be dejiwd by 
Then, (a) the mapping :I ---P ,‘I is an isotnorphism and (h) N linear equation ad&s -4 
iJf it admits A‘. 
Proof. The proof is parallel to that of Lemma 3.2 and need not be given 
here. i\re observe that 2 may be an admissible operator for a nonlinear equation. 
-1s remarked above, in this case the question whcthcr A is admissible dots not 
make sense (unless admissibility of A is dejined as the admissibility of the 
corresponding X). 
3.2. The Problem oj an lsomosphic Corresponde~lce 
We shal! now discuss correspondences between classical quantities and 
quantum-mechanical quantities. The former will be rcprescntcd by dynamical 
variables, that is functions of the xj and pj (but not of time). The latter arc the 
quantum mechanical observables which normally are expressed as Hermitian 
differential operators. Since infinitesimal unitary operators arc skew-Hermitian 
and since the commutator of two Hermitian operators is skew the number 
i = ( - 1)’ Iz occurs frequently in quantum mechanical formulas. However, as 
will be seen, this can be avoided, see also [IZ, Chap. 161. Furthermore, we shall 
cxprcss all operators in Lie-Backlund form. 
In the Heiscnberg approach to quantum mechanics it is assumed that to a set 
of classical canonical variables (gj , pi) correspond quantum mechanical operators 
(Qj , Pj) such that the classical commutation rules 
are mirrored by the rules 
CQj , r,] = csjk~, [Q; ,Q,] = [Pj , P,;] L 0. (36b) 
Here c is a constant and I is the identity operator. For a discussion of this 
approach, SW, for instance, [13, Chap. IT:]. 
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This basic correspondence principle just described was assumed on physical 
grounds. It involves a limited isomorphism. It assume that there is a mapping 
from functions in phase space to a space of operators which preserves certain 
commutation relations. Note that, from a mathematical point of view, the 
correspondence rule is incomplete: Assume that we have made the correspon- 
dence for rectangular coordinates qi = xj and their conjugate momenta p, and 
then make a canonical transformation to variables 41, pk. A constructive 
formula giving the corresponding 0; Pi as functions of Qj and Pj is needed. 
Also it must be shown, that assuming (3.6b) for both systems is consistent. 
Weyl [5, 11.10 and IV.151 made a profound investigation of some relevant 
mathematical problems: (1) Assume that the operators corresponding to xj 
and pj have been found. Weyl gave a rule, called the Weyl transform, for 
constructing an operator corresponding to any (reasonable!) function of xj and 
pi . (2) He showed that applying this rule to any classical canonical transforma- 
tion one gets a quantum-mechanical canonical transformation which has the 
desired property that the equation of motion (in this case the Schrbdinger 
equation) can be formulated in a coordinate-free way. The relations (3.6b) 
follow for any canonical variables. 
Weyl only shows a limited isomorphism, and he never claims that his transform 
is a full isomorphism.4 In fact, Van Hover [14] shows that a full isomorphism 
is not possible. Here we shall show this same result in an elementary way. Our 
approach will be to assume a correspondence rule for very simple dynamical 
variables and then try to extend them to more complicated ones so that iso- 
morphism is retained as long as possible. The rules so obtained will be identical 
with Weyl’s. The Weyl transforms of certain simple variables are given explicitly 
in [6]. The discussion by Hermann [12, Chap. 16] is a useful reference; WC 
agree with him that there are many mathematical problems in elementary 
quantum mechanics to which mathematicians have paid insufficient attention. 
Step A (Lindar Quantities). ‘4s stated above we shall proceed from simple 
cases to successively more complicated ones. One measure of simplicity is the 
degree in the momentum variable. We note that the difficulties arise because 
in a set of canonical variables, only pairs of the form (Xj , pj) do not commute. 
For this reason a term such as p,pn may for practical purposes, be counted as 
linear. Thus many of the essential points can be shown be considering only one 
pair of conjugate variables (x, p). Using this simplification, we may write the 
correspondence rules for linear operators as 
4 I>irac [13, p. 871 considers the assumption of a full isomorphism but quickly retreats 
to physically safe ground, namely to (3.6). 
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The second rule is, of course, only a very special case of the third. However, 
it is written out explicitly because the third rule may be derived if we assume 
the first two rules and isomorphism. The correspondence (3.7) has all the 
desired properties: The linear quantities (classical and quantum mechanical) 
are closed under commutation and hence span a closed Lie algebra. The 
correspondence (3.7) is a (complete) isomorphism. If one quantity happens to 
be an invariant then so is the corresponding quantity. Weyl’s transformation 
rule also gives (3.7). 
Step B. We now add p2 to the linear quantities. Classically, we find 
[g(x)p, p’] = 2g’(r)p? .._ k(x)p”. (3.8) 
Thus, we no longer have a closed Lie algebra. We require a limited isomorphism 
in the sense that one application of the commutator to any linear combinations 
of the basic setf(x), g(x)p, p2 should g’ 7 11e an isomorphism. (Repeated application 
of the commutator would give cubic quantities and are not considered at this 
step.) The following correspondence rule leads to an isomorphism 
CI 
h(x) p' tt (hu,, + h'uz f gh"u) : 
GU (3.9) 
This includes as a special case p’ 4-k u,,(2/2u). Conversely, assuming the special 
rule and requiring isomorphism leads to the general rule (3.9). 
Invariants will be considered after the next step. 
&ep C. The function Il(x)p’ was not among our basic set of quantities 
j(x), g(x)p, p2 but was obtained from them by commutation. We now add 
h(r)p2 to our collection, or rather generalize p” to h(x)p”. Any commutator of a 
linear combination of the first three quantities will be a linear combination of 
the augmented set and the correspondence rules yield an isomorphism. If we 
now let /r(x)p2 be a factor in a commutator with the first three, in particular if 
we form [p’, h(x)p*] and re q uire isomorphism we are led to the rule (3.1Oj 
below. However, if we also consider [g(x)p, h(x)p2] we see that (3.10) gives an 
isomorphism iff g”(x) = 0. Thus adding the rule 
k(x) p0 <--F (ku,,, -; - ;k’u,, -.;-. ;.k”u,: T &k”‘uj .,? 
cu 
(3.10) 
to the previous rules we have isomorphisms for commutators of linear com- 
binations of the set 
f(X), P, XP> wpa. (3. I I) 
The rule (3.10) is still a special cast of Weyl’s transform. Xote that in generalizing 
ps to h(.z)p* we have to specialize the function g(~)p considered in Step B to the 
two cases p or Xp. 
4w741 z-3 
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Even with the specialization mentioned the rules obtained are useful for 
discussing the invariants. The most general quadratic invariant in two dimen- 
sions is, for a general value of E, a linear combination of pra, paa, nza2, map, , 
%P? ) c(x) (see Sect. 2). Let us consider for instance q2 in detail. It is ~‘9~’ -+ 
y2pi2 - 2xypip, . As remarked earlier only canonically conjugate variables can 
cause trouble. Thus the first two terms are essentially of the form p2 and the 
second term of the form xp. The set (3.11) thus gives rise to all possible quadratic 
invariants, including the Hamiltonian. Thus, at this stage our correspondence 
rules still take invariants into invariants as seen by using Lemma 3.1. Note that 
for this to be true the specialization g(x)p to p or xp turned out to be harmless 
whereas it is essential to keep the functionf(x) in full gcncrality. 
Step D. Adding the function K(x)p3 to the basic set (3. I 1) we obtain the set 
f(X), P, XP, Wp”, @)p3. (3.12) 
Taking the commutator of linear combinations of the old set with k(x)p3 we 
obtain a correspondence rule for l(x)p* which agrees with Weyl’s rule (an 
explicit formula, in different notation from ours, is given in [6]). However, in 
order to obtain an isomorphism it is necessary to specialize the basic set by the 
requirement f” -= 0. This restriction is necessary even if we specialize h(x)pa 
to p2. As it can be seen from equation (2.19) the general cubic invariant is not 
a linear combination of the set (3.12) witlrf(x) restricted to be at most quadratic. 
Thus we cannot use Lemma 3.1 to derive admissibi1ity.s However, Theorem 2.2 
indicates that it is still possible to obtain an admissible Lie-Bicklund operator, 
starting with a classical constant of motion, provided that the potential V 
satisfies Eq. (2.21). It is interesting that the Weyl transform is a special case 
of the correspondence defined by (2.20) where 
(3.13) 
In this case (2.21) reduces to 
d,,, vmz i- 422 JJ”,,, + 412 Vz,, t 421 V,,, = 0. (3.14) 
Therefore, for potentials 17, where V satisfies Eq. (3.14) the rule defined b) 
(2.20) is identical with Weyl’s rule. However, for potentials I’ which do not 
satisfy Eq. (3.14), but satisfy Eq. (2.21) the two rules are different and only the 
rule (2.20) generates a quantum invariant. In example 1 below, which is very 
simple, Eq. (3.14) is satisfied identically. This is no longer the case for examples 2 
and 3. 
5 According to [15], if one considers the basic set (x, 9, xp, p’) and their IVcyl trans- 
forms, and then forms the commutators with the Weyl transform of an arbitrary function 
F(x, p), an isomorphism is obtained. 
t’:~n:~w~ !. (a) I,ct I;:= F(y), whereF(y) is an a:bitrar?. function Ji _, .L‘hc:k 
PI and hence pr” are invariants. Put djkil equal to zero cxccpt that dr, - 1. ‘I’hen 
(3.14) is trivially satisfied. (b) T,et I’ =.-- G(. 1~2 + ys), where G is arbitrary. Then 
~z:r and hence mla arc invariants. The maa corresponds to dir, :- --y”, da,, P’, 
%J?. 3.y$, (i,,i == --3x9; using these values in (3.14) c-e SW that (3.14) is 
satisfied idcntica!ly. Thus if pi , orp, , or m, are invariants then 1Vcpl’s trai~sfornl 
gives the quantum-mechanical analogues of pi”, or pz”, or ~17~:. 
i.:s.\lil’l.!~. 2. 1,et [*’ (x’ ?- JCL) I:“‘. Then in addition to TH:, the Iiungc--, 
Lcnz vector is conserved. AIultiplying the x-component of the Rungc-T,enz 
bcctor, ~2:~~~ -:- sip, by ma WC: obtain another (trivial) invariant. This invariant 
corresponds to (/rrr = 0, dzoz 9, dir, 13”. &, -2xy and then Eq. (3.14) 
is ?zot satisfied. ‘l’herefore \Vcyl’s rule &es ftot give a quantum mechanical 
invariant in this case. Now we return to Eq. (2.21) and to more gcncral rules 
(2.20). In this case (2.21) can be satisfied if we take 8, = 0, dij =-= 0, ~?a = - k 
(compare these with a^, = 0, 6,, - 0, a^? =I - 1, which are the values obtaineJ 
by \Vcyl’s rule). 
Exh.\w~I: 3. It was shown in 121 that the potential 1’ = (9 - T11)--“t3 
&nits the classical invariant 
I = ( p,z - p;)m - 4L’(?‘pl -:- xp,). (3.!5) 
‘l’his invariant CoricspOnds to dII1 = -J, d,,? --X, J,,, == X, dzzL = j’ 
Ia1 = --~JV, a, .---_ .--4xV) and then Eq. (3.14) is not satisfied. ‘l’hereforc 
1Veyl’s rule dots not give a quantum-mechanical invariant in this case. Wowver, 
returning to equation (2.21) we see that (2.21) can be satisfied if a^, := a”, == 
&ri = 6,, = 0, 6rz = i . ‘Then the more general rules (2.20) give B,, L B,, =: 
C == 0, B12 L f and to the invariant (3.15) corresponds the quantum-mechanical 
invariant 
.r .-.. --yuxxx - xug!,], ;. xu,,,J -+ yuy,,,. -2 ‘24 3 xg -; 41+x, + xl,). 
‘/‘lw Case E = 0. The general form of’ a quadratic classical invariant foi’ 
this case is given by the operator Yz(2.8). Operators of this type (or rather tile 
corresponding function in phase space) are no longer, in general, in the 1i:rear 
closure of the set (3.1 I). Therefore, if we find the corresponding opcrdtor 1~~ 
\\,‘eyl’s rules WC do not expect it to be admissible; since \\leyl’s rules do not 
form an isomorphisrn and Lemma 3.1 can not be applied. Actually one can 
verify directly that the correspondence rule derive in Section 2 (based on 
atimissibilit!;) is different from Wcyl’s rule. 
The following point is worth noting: Consider the special case of (2.8), 
% (A’ c(x))(T:‘iS). This operator is in the linear closure of (3.11) but its 
\\-e):l transform is still not an admissible operator. ‘l’hc reason is that in proving 
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that an operator is admissible for E = 0, (but not for general values of E), we 
assume H = 0 as well as D,,H :-- 0, DzjDz,:H = 0 and then the isomorphism 
is destroyed. 
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